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Abstract:

The substitution of a system by another one occurs in several cases like adaptation, failures, resilience, reconfiguration, self-healing, etc. System substitution consists in replacing a running system by another one when a given condition holds. In this talk, we present a generic formal model for system substitution.

In our approach, a system is defined as being a transition system. Each state is characterised by a set of variables and transitions denote state changes. We consider that each system refines a global specification (another system). A set of systems, namely substitute systems, can be associated to a global specification. By system substitution, we mean the capability of a system to be replaced by another system, each of these two systems refine the same global specification. Preserving the properties of the original system is a key point to be addressed during substitution.

In this talk, we present a stepwise formal approach for system substitution. Substitute systems are formalised by Event-B machines, which refine a shared Event-B machine defining the global specification. State recovery is performed when a failure in the running system occurs. In that case, modes are changed and control is transferred to the selected substitute system. The transfer of the control shall 1) preserve safety of the properties expressed as invariants in the Event-B model and 2) identify the recovery state in the substitute system. Proof obligations associated to this substitution operation are defined. They guarantee invariant preservation. We sow how different substitution modes are handled: equivalent degraded or upgraded. Finally, specific case studies of system substitutions are discussed.
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